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Data from before the root replacement era indicated that two thirds of people with
aortic root manifestations of Marfan syndrome would die of dissection, many of them
young. We know that aortic diameter correlates with the risk of aortic dissection
(N=113; P<0.005)[1] but size alone is a poor predictor: the there is a large overlap in
the size of the aorta in those who have dissected and those who have not. This
knowledge, only available once echocardiography was widely available in the 1980s,
led to more intense monitoring for change in dimension for fear that preventable fatal
dissections would be missed.[2] As surgery became safer, and the need for life-long
anticoagulation was avoided by the introduction of valve sparing root replacement
(VSRR) the size criteria for intervention was progressively reduced, more so in
Europe than in the United States. It should be remembered that for each lowering of
the size criterion the specificity is reduced in the process of increasing sensitivity.
While the clinical feeling is that every root replaced is a dissection prevented (that is
the say the “number needed to treat” is one) the reality is that an increasing number
of people with Marfan syndrome, not destined to dissect, are having root
replacement surgery.[3]
VSRR is associated with a non-trivial risk of reintervention of 1.3% per annum both
in meta-analysis[4] and expert series.[5] This accumulates to a greater than evens
chance by the age of 60 years. Personalised external aortic root support (PEARS)
offers a non-ablative, measured and engineered approach: the workmanship of
certainty.[6] The perioperative burden of care is markedly reduced[7] and case by
case follow-up shows the aortic root architecture to be unchanging.[8] Clinical
experience by Laks group since 1984 confirms that the macroporous Dacron mesh
becomes incorporated in the aortic adventitia[9] as it does the mesh in our animal
recovery experiments.[10] The histological appearances make the propagation of
dissection within the support unlikely. It presents no obstacle to future surgery and
would make it less hazardous.
.
PEARS has favourable Health Technology Appraisal from the British National
Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE). The surgery has been performed
in 33 patients with maximum follow-up approaching nine years (average four) years
and 113 patient years of follow-up with no device related events.
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